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Dear Sir/Madam,

We are submitting the revision of the manuscript entitled “DPOFA, a Cl⁻/HCO₃⁻ Exchanger Antagonist, Stimulates Fluid Absorption Across Basolateral Surface of the Retinal Pigment Epithelium”.

The point-by-point response to the requests from the editorial staff is as follows.

Thank you very much for your consideration, and I appreciate the opportunity to submit our paper to your journal.

Sincerely,

Konstantin Petrukhin, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Department of Ophthalmology
Columbia University Medical Center
Major revisions

1. Abstract: Please ensure that the manuscript abstract and the submission abstract are identical (as there is tracking in the manuscript abstract).

Manuscript abstract and the submission abstract are identical

2. Authors' contributions: Please include the statement 'All authors read and approved the final manuscript'.

Requested statement included

3. Tables: you have uploaded the tables as figure files. Please remove them from the submission system and include the tables within the text file of the manuscript following the references.

Table 1 is inserted into the text of the manuscript following the references.

4. References: Please make sure references are cited in numerical order. We notice reference 25 is not cited within the main text. Please make sure references continue to be cited in numerical order once this reference is cited.

Reference 25 is now cited in its proper place on p 5. In the previous draft of the manuscript, reference 23 was mistakenly used on p. 5 in place of reference 25.

Minor revisions

1. Highlighting/tracking: Please remove all highlighting and tracking from the manuscript.

Requested changes made

2. Figures: It is important for the final layout of the manuscript that the figures are cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image.

All attempts have been made to prepare the figures according to the journal specifications

3. Tables: please remove the visible vertical lines from your tables.

Vertical lines removed in the data portion of Table 1.

4. Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.

All attempts have been made to avoid typographical errors.